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Abstract. C++ Exceptions provide a useful way for dealing with abnormal program behavior, but often lead to irregular interprocedural
control ﬂow that complicates compiler optimizations and static analysis. In this paper, we present an interprocedural exception analysis and
transformation framework for C++ that captures the control-ﬂow induced by exceptions and transforms it into an exception-free program
that is amenable for precise static analysis. Control-ﬂow induced by exceptions is captured in a modular interprocedural exception control-ﬂow
graph (IECFG). The IECFG is further reﬁned using a novel interprocedural dataﬂow analysis algorithm based on a compact representation for
a set of types called the Signed-TypeSet domain. The results of the interprocedural analysis are used by a lowering transformation to generate an
exception-free C++ program. The lowering transformations do not affect the precision and accuracy of any subsequent program analysis. Our
framework handles all the features of synchronous C++ exception handling and all exception sub-typing rules from the C++0x standard. We
demonstrate two applications of our framework: (a) automatic inference
of exception speciﬁcations for C++ functions for documentation, and (b)
checking the “no-throw” and “no-leak” exception-safety properties.

1

Introduction

Exceptions are an important error handling aspect of many programming languages, especially object-oriented languages such as C++ and Java. Exceptions
are often used to indicate unusual error conditions during the execution of an
application (resource exhaustion, for instance) and provide a way to transfer
control to special-purpose exception handling code. The exception handling code
deals with the unusual circumstance and either terminates the program or returns control to the non-exceptional part of the program, if possible. Therefore,
exceptions introduce additional, and often complex, interprocedural control ﬂow
into the program, in addition to the standard non-exceptional control ﬂow.
The interprocedural control ﬂow introduced by exceptions necessitate global
reasoning over whole program scope, which naturally increases the potential
for bugs. Stroustrup developed the notion of exception safety guarantees for
components [18]. Informally, exception safety means that a component exhibits
reasonable behavior when an exception is raised. The term “reasonable” includes
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all the usual expectations for error-handling: resources should not be leaked, and
that the program should remain in a well-deﬁned state so that execution can
continue. Stroustrup introduced various degrees of exception safety guarantees
that can be expected from components:
– No leak guarantee: If an exception is raised, no resources such as memory
are leaked.
– Basic guarantee: In addition to the no leak guarantee, the basic invariants of components (for example, properties that preserve data structure
integrity) are maintained.
– Strong guarantee: In addition to the basic guarantee, this requires that
an operation either succeeds or has no eﬀect, if an exception is raised.
– No throw guarantee: In addition to the basic guarantee, this requires that
an operation is guaranteed not to raise an exception.
However, it is very diﬃcult to ensure such exception-safety properties, because
developers may overlook exceptional control-ﬂow hidden behind multiple levels
of abstraction. For instance, in a code block containing local objects as well as
exceptions, programmers have to reason about non-local returns induced by exceptions, and at the same time understand the eﬀects of the implicit calls to
the destructors of local objects along the exception path correctly. Unlike Java,
all C++ exceptions are unchecked, and library developers are not required to
annotate interfaces with exception speciﬁcations. Furthermore, dynamic exception speciﬁcations (anything other than noexcept speciﬁcation) are deprecated
in the latest C++0x draft standard [17]. Consequently, developers increasingly
rely on documentation to discern throwable exceptions from a function interface
(more so in the absence of source code), which makes it hard to reason about
programs that use library functions that throw exceptions. Therefore, a tool that
automatically models the behavior of exceptions precisely would be useful.
Existing Approaches to C++ Exceptions. Program analysis techniques, both
static and dynamic, are often applied in the context of program optimization, automatic parallelization, program veriﬁcation, and bug ﬁnding. These techniques
rely heavily on both intraprocedural and interprocedural control ﬂow graph information, which are utilized to compute relevant information as needed (e.g.,
dependence analysis or program slicing). However, existing compiler frameworks
for C++ (for example g++, clang/LLVM [10]) do not build precise models
for exceptions. Speciﬁcally, they only analyze exceptional control ﬂow within a
locally declared trycatch statement, and do not perform either an intraprocedural or interprocedural analysis. Therefore, they make conservative assumptions
about interprocedural control ﬂow, which causes their models to include paths
between throw statements and catch blocks that are infeasible at runtime. An
alternative approach is to use such frameworks to generate a semantically equivalent C program from the given C++ program and use the lowered C code for
further analysis. However, the code generated by these tools use custom data
structures and involves calls into opaque runtimes, which need to be modeled
conservatively in static analysis algorithms, resulting in further loss in precision.
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Our Approach. In this paper, we present an interprocedural exception analysis and transformation framework for C++ that (1) captures the control-ﬂow
induced by exceptions precisely, and (2) transforms the given C++ into an
exception-free program that is amenable for precise static analysis. We summarize our contributions below:
– We propose a modular abstraction for capturing the interprocedural control
ﬂow induced by exceptions in C++, called the interprocedural exception control ﬂow graph (IECFG). The IECFG is constructed through a sequence of
steps, with each step reﬁning it. The modular design of IECFG is motivated
by the need to model implicit calls to destructors during stack unwinding,
when an exception is thrown. The modularity of IECFG is also important
in practice, for permitting re-use in presence of separate compilation units.
– We design and implement an interprocedural exception analysis algorithm
to model the set of C++ exceptions that reach catch statements in the program using the Signed-TypeSet domain, which represents a set of program
types compactly. Our analysis is formulated in conjunction with the construction of the IECFG. A unique feature of our framework is the capability
to safely terminate the IECFG construction at certain well-deﬁned points
during interprocedural propagation, thereby, allowing clients, such as optimizing compilers or program analysis, to trade-oﬀ speed over precision.
– We present a lowering algorithm that uses the results of our exception analysis to generate an exception-free C++ program. Unlike standard compilers,
our algorithm does not use non-local jumps or calls into any opaque C++
runtime systems. Absence of an external runtime and non-local jumps enables existing static analyses and veriﬁcation tools to work soundly over C++
programs with exceptions, without needing to model them explicitly within
their framework. While the IECFG construction is modular in the sense
of allowing separate compilation units, the lowering algorithm to generate
exception-free code is not modular. It requires a global view of all source
code under analysis so that all known possible targets of virtual function
calls can be determined.
– We present the results of using our interprocedural exception analysis and
transformation framework on a set of C++ programs. We compute the exception speciﬁcations for functions and check the related “no throw” guarantee.
We also check the “no leak” exception-safety property.
Example. Consider the C++ program shown in Fig. 1. The program has three
functions, of which get() allocates a File object and attempts to read a line
from File by calling readLine(). If the ﬁle does not exist, readLine() throws
an IOException that is handled in the get() function. Otherwise, a call is made
to read() which throws an EOFException if the end of the ﬁle is reached, which
is handled in readLine(). An exception modeling framework has to abstract
the interprocedural control ﬂow due to exceptions correctly, and also take into
account the implicit calls made to destructors during stack unwinding, when an
exception propagates out of a function (e.g., destruction of str in read() when
EOFException is thrown).
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string File::read() {
string str(__line);
if (EOF)
throw EOFException();
return str;
}

class EOFException { ... };
class IOException { ... };

void get () {
string s;
try {
File *file = new File("l.txt");
file->readLine();
delete file;
}
catch (IOException& ie) {
cout<< "IO-Failure";
}
return;
}

string File::readLine() {
string s;
try {
if (invalidFile)
throw IOException();
s = read();
return s;
}
catch (EOFException& e) {
return string("");
}
}

Fig. 1. Running Example

There are two bugs worth noting in this example, both of which have to
do with exceptions: (1) violation of “no leak” guarantee, the file object gets
leaked along the exception path from readLine() to the catch block in get(),
and (2) violation of “no throw” guarantee, a potential std::bad alloc exception
thrown by new is not caught in get(). Our exception analysis and transformation
framework enables checking these properties easily.

Comparison with Java Exception Analysis. Several analysis approaches for modeling Java exceptions have been proposed in the recent past. Most approaches [3,
8, 9] compute an interprocedural exception control ﬂow graph as we do. There
have been some attempts to analyze the “no leak” exception-safety guarantee
for Java programs also [11]. However, there are a number of major diﬀerences
between exception handling in Java and C++, which require diﬀerent design
decisions in comparison to Java-based exception analysis techniques:
1. In C++, when an exception propagates out of a function, destructors are invoked on all stack-allocated objects between the occurrence of the exception
and the catch handler in a process called stack unwinding. Stack unwinding in
C++ is a major diﬀerence compared to Java, and raises various performance
issues, along with complicating the modeling of exceptional control-ﬂow.
2. C++ destructors can call functions which throw exceptions internally, leading to a scenario where multiple exceptions are live during stack unwinding.
Unlike implicitly invoked destructors, Java provides “ﬁnalizers”, that are
invoked non-deterministically by the garbage collector. Although the use of
“ﬁnally” blocks in Java can result in multiple live exceptions, these blocks are
created and controlled explicitly by the programmer, and therefore, multiple
live exceptions in Java are apparent from the code itself.
3. The exception subtyping rules for Java are limited to only parent-child relationships within the class hierarchy. Besides, all exception classes trace their
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lineage to a single ancestor, the Exception class. In contrast, C++ exception
subtyping rules are richer and include those concerning multiple inheritance,
reference types, pointers, and few other explicit type-conversion rules among
functions as well as arrays.
4. The exception speciﬁcation and checking mechanism in Java is much stronger
than in C++. In particular, Java has a “checked exception” category of exceptions, which explicitly requires programmers to either catch exceptions
thrown within a function, or declare them as part of the interface. C++
has no concept of checked exceptions, and the dynamic exception speciﬁcations are deprecated in the latest C++0x standards draft. Exception
speciﬁcations in C++ may not even be accurate, which results in a call to
std::unexpected() function, which may be redeﬁned by an application.
5. C++ provides an exception probing API while Java does not. It provides a
means to conditionally execute code depending on whether there is an outstanding live exception by calling std::uncaught exception(). This can be
used to decide whether or not to throw exceptions out of a destructor. C++
also allows users to specify abnormal exception termination behavior by providing custom handlers for std::terminate() or std::unexpected().
6. Java exceptions are handled based on runtime types, whereas in C++ static
type information is used to decide which catch handler is invoked. Therefore,
pointer analysis is required in Java to improve the accuracy of matching
throw statements with catch blocks. For C++, we can avoid a heavy duty
pointer analysis for exceptions. (However, call graph construction in C++
can be improved with the results of a pointer analysis on function pointers
and virtual function calls.)

2

Preliminaries

We ﬁrst describe the abstract syntax of a simpliﬁed intermediate language (IL)
for C++ used within our framework. The language is based on CIL [14], with
additional constructs for object-oriented features. Fig. 2 shows the subset of
the actual IL that is relevant for the exception analysis and transformation
framework. Types within our IL include the primitive ones (int, ﬂoat, void ) as
well as user deﬁned classes (cl ), derived types (pointer, reference and array),
function types, and can additionally be qualiﬁed (const, volatile, restrict). Each
class type can inherit from a set of classes, and has a set of ﬁelds and member
functions, some of which may be virtual. Visibility of the class members and the
inherited classes is controlled by an access speciﬁer.
A program is a set of globals. A global is either a type or a function. A function has a signature and a body, which is a block of statements. Statements
include instructions, regular control ﬂow statements (loop, if, trycatch), irregular control ﬂow statements causing either local (goto, break, continue) or global
(throw, return) alterations. An instruction is one of the following: an assignment,
an allocation operator, a deallocation operator, a global function call, or a member function call. Expressions could involve binary operators, unary operators,
pointer dereferences or indirections, reference indirections, and cast operations.
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Fig. 2. Abstract Syntax of the Simpliﬁed IL for C++

C++ Exceptions. C++ exceptions are synchronous. Asynchronous exceptions,
which in Java are raised due to internal errors in the virtual machine, are categorized as program errors in C++ and are not handled by the exception constructs
of C++. Synchronous exceptions, in contrast, are expected to be handled by the
programmer and are only thrown by certain statements in the program, such as
(a) throw statement, which throws a fresh exception or rethrows a caught exception, (b) function call, which transitively throws exceptions uncaught within
its body or its callees, (c) new operator, which can throw a std::bad alloc
exception, and (d) dynamic cast, which can throw a std::bad cast exception.
Exception Handling and Subtyping rules for C++. Exceptions in C++
are caught using exception handlers, deﬁned as part of the trycatch statement.
Each trycatch statement has a single try block followed by a sequence of exception
(catch) handlers. An exception object thrown from within the try block is caught
by the ﬁrst handler whose declared exception type matches the thrown exception
type according to the C++ exception subtyping rules. If no match is found for a
thrown object amongst the handlers, control ﬂows either to an enclosing trycatch
statement or out of the function to the caller.
The exception subtyping rules for C++ as deﬁned in the ﬁnal C++0x draft
standard [17] are shown in Fig. 3. The type of a thrown exception is given by
tT and the type declared in the exception handler is given by tC in each rule. A
handler is a match for an exception, if any of the following conditions hold:
– The handler’s declared type is the same as the type of the exception, even
when ignoring the const-volatile qualiﬁers (Rules EQ and CVQUAL).
– The handler’s declared type is an unambiguous public base class of the exception type. Arrays are treated as pointers and functions returning a type
are treated as pointers to function returning the same type (Rules SUBCL,
ARR, FPTR and CVQUAL).
– The handler’s declared type is a reference to the exception type (Rule REF).
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tT = t tC = t
tT ≤ tC
tT = t1

tC = t2

t1 ∈ sub(t2 )

tT ≤ tC
tT = t1

tT = cv t tC = t

[EQ]

tT ≤ tC
[SUBCL]

tC = ( → t2 ) t1 ≤ ( → t2 )∗

[FPTR]

tT ≤ tC
tT = t1 ∗

tC = t2 ∗

t1 ∗ ≤conv t2 ∗

tT ≤ tC
tT = t1 ∗

tC = void∗

tT ≤ tC

[PTR]

tT = t1

[CVQUAL]

tC = t2 [] t1 ≤ t2 ∗
tT ≤ tC

tT = t tC = t&
tT ≤ tC

[ARR]

[REF]

tT = std : : nullptr t tC = t∗
tT ≤ tC
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[NULLPTR]

[VOID]

Fig. 3. Exception Subtyping Rules

– The handler’s declared type is a pointer into which the exception type, which
also is a pointer, can be converted using C++ pointer conversion rules (Rule
PTR).
– The two remaining rules concern generic pointers modeled by void ∗ and
std::nullptr t [17] (Rules NULLPTR and VOID).

3

Signed-TypeSet Domain

In this section, we present a novel abstract domain for compactly representing
a set of program types, which we call the Signed-TypeSet domain.
Deﬁnition 1. The Signed-TypeSet domain Γ is deﬁned as: Γ = {(s, Tprog ) |
s ∈ {+, −}, Tprog ⊆ {t | t is a program exception type} }
The semantics of a positive set of exception types is the standard one, while
a negative set of exception types represents “every exception type other than
those in the set”. For instance (+, {IOException}) represents the IOException
program type alone, while (−, {IOException, EOF Exception}) represents any
exception type other than IOException and EOF Exception. Exceptions thrown
by unknown library calls are modeled concisely as (−, {}). For external library
calls, a special unknown exception type tunknown is introduced explicitly only at
the point when the lowering transformation is to be done.
We use a signed domain in our framework, rather than a domain of only
positive set of program types to make the IECFG computation modular. Its use
is especially beneﬁcial in the presence of unknown library calls and deprecated
use of dynamic exception speciﬁcations in C++. A negated set of types succinctly
captures the unknown exceptions that could potentially be thrown by opaque
library calls that are not caught. We would also like to incrementally integrate
the results of exception analysis from separately compiled functions whenever
available, while at the same time maintaining a safely analyzable exception result
at all intermediate points. Therefore, our exception dataﬂow analysis begins with
an over-approximation of the set of all exception types that could be raised by a
throwable statement, and reﬁnes the set via interprocedural propagation. This
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Algorithm 2: intersection (∩Γ )

Algorithm 1: union (∪Γ )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: τa ∈ Γ, τb ∈ Γ
Output: τc ∈ Γ
case τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )
τc = (−, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb )
τc = (−, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )
τc = (−, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t

1

∈ Ta ∧ t ∈ Tb };

2
3

∈ Ta ∧ t ∈ Tb };

4
5

∈ Tb ∧ t ∈ Ta };

6
7

∈ Ta ∨ t ∈ Tb };

8

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

∈ Ta ∧ t ∈ Tb };
∈ Tb ∧ t ∈ Ta };

Algorithm 4: equals (=Γ )

Algorithm 3: set diﬀerence (−Γ )

3

∈ Ta ∨ t ∈ Tb };
∈ Tb ∧ t ∈ Ta };

9

9

1

Input: τa ∈ Γ, τb ∈ Γ
Output: τc ∈ Γ
case τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )
τc = (−, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t

Input: τa ∈ Γ, τb ∈ Γ
Output: τc ∈ Γ
case τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb )
τc = (−, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t
case τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb )
τc = (+, Tc ) where Tc = {t | t

1

∈ Tb ∧ t ∈ Ta };

2

∈ Ta ∨ t ∈ Tb };

4

∈ Tb ∧ t ∈ Ta };

6

∈ Ta ∧ t ∈ Tb };

8

3
5
7
9

Input: τa ∈ Γ, τb ∈ Γ
Output: bool
case (τa = (−, Ta ) ∧ τb = (−, Tb )) ∨
(τa = (+, Ta ) ∧ τb = (+, Tb ))
if (Ta ⊆ Tb ) ∧ (Tb ⊆ Ta ) then
true
end
else
f alse
end
case default
f alse

10

Fig. 4. Operations on the Signed-TypeSet domain

deliberate design decision allows clients to terminate the analysis at any point
during the analysis and safely use the reﬁned IECFG structure at that point for
other analyses.
We deﬁne set operations on Γ , that are as eﬃcient as the set operations on
normal sets. These operations (shown in Fig. 4) mimic the normal set union,
intersection, diﬀerence, and equality operations. Given two elements τa and τb
from Γ , these operations result in another element τc in Γ . All the operations
perform a case analysis on the signs of the two elements, and perform normal
set operations on the constituent set of program types. The operations are fairly
straightforward, and in their full generality need to take into account the exception subtyping rules described earlier. For the sake of conceptual simplicity, we
assume that the set of exception types arising at the catch blocks have already
been expanded to contain all possible “exception subtypes” in the program,
before doing the speciﬁc set operations. However, in our implementation, we
perform these operations without doing full expansion and correctly account for
exception subtypes on demand.

4

Intraprocedural Exception Control Flow Graph

An intraprocedural exception control ﬂow graph is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2. An intraprocedural exception control ﬂow graph (ECFG) for a function f, denoted by Gintraf is a tuple N, Ereg , Eexcep , Eexceps , Ec , ns , ne , nexcepe 
with Signed-TypeSet domain Γ , where
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– N is the set of nodes in the graph, consisting of the following distinct subsets:
N = Nreg ∪ Nc ∪ Ncret ∪ Necret ∪ Nthrow ∪ Ncatch ∪ {ns , ne , nexcepe }
where
• Nreg is the set of regular nodes.
• Nc is the set of call nodes.
• Ncret is the set of call-return nodes.
• Necret is the set of exceptional-call-return nodes.
• Nthrow is txhe set of throw, new, or dynamic cast nodes.
• Ncatch is the set of header nodes of catch blocks.
• ns , ne , nexcepe are unique start, exit and exceptional-exit nodes.
– Ereg is the set of regular control ﬂow edges: Ereg ⊆ (Nreg ∪Ncret ∪Ncatch )×N
– Eexcep is the set of intraprocedural exception control ﬂow edges:
Eexcep ⊆ ((Necret ∪ Nthrow ) × (Ncatch ∪ {nexcepe }) × Γ )
– Eexceps is the set of exception-call-summary edges:
Eexceps ⊆ (Nc × Necret × Γ )
– Ec is the set of normal call-summary edges:
Ec ⊆ Nc × Ncret
Example (ECFG structure). The ECFGs for the functions in our running
example are shown in Fig. 5. Consider the ECFG for the get() function. In
addition to the start (s-get ) and exit (e-get ) nodes present in regular CFGs,
the ECFG has a new exceptional-exit (exe-get ) node. Control ﬂows through
an exceptional-exit node, every time an exception propagates out of a function. Each call instruction is represented by three nodes: in addition to the call
node (c-readLine) and call-return node (cr-readLine) present in regular CFGs,
the ECFG has a new exceptional-call-return node (ecr-readLine) through which
control ﬂows when the callee terminates with an exception. The ECFG has two
additional exception-related nodes: throw node, one for every potential throwing
statement, and catch-header node, one for every catch block in the code.
There are three kinds of edges in a ECFG: (a) normal control-ﬂow edge (solid
lines) as in any CFG, (b) normal call-summary edges (long-dashed lines) between
call and call-return nodes, and (c) exception edges (short-dashed lines) which can
either be a summary edge (between call and exceptional-call-return nodes) or a
normal exception edge (for intraprocedural exceptions). Every exception edge is
annotated with an element from the Signed-TypeSet domain Γ . The exception
annotations represent the dataﬂow facts used in our interprocedural exception
analysis, as described in Sect. 5.

ECFG Construction. The algorithm to construct the ECFG of a program
performs a post-order traversal on the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the C++
code, creating a set of ECFG nodes and edges as it visits each AST node. Each
visit method returns a triple Nb , Ne , Nunres , where Nb and Ne represent the
set of nodes corresponding to start and normal exit of the ECFG “region” corresponding to the current AST node. Nunres represents the set of nodes in an
ECFG region that has some unresolved incoming or outgoing edges, which are
resolved by an ancestor’s visitor. For instance, a throw node that is not enclosed
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Fig. 5. Intraprocedural Exception Control Flow Graphs for the Program in Fig. 1

within a trycatch block is resolved at the root (function declaration), by creating
an exception edge to the exceptional-exit node. Alg. 5 shows the visit routine
for a trycatch statement.
The VisitTryCatchStmt routine for trycatch statements works as follows: it
ﬁrst constructs the ECFG nodes and edges for the try block and all the catch
handlers, by visiting them recursively (Lines 1-4). It then divides the exceptionrelated ECFG nodes in the try block into two sets: (a) the throw nodes1 , and
(b) the exceptional-call-return nodes (Lines 5-7). For the throw nodes, a match
is sought in the sequence of handlers by applying the C++ exception subtyping
rules described earlier. As soon as the ﬁrst match is found, an exception edge
is created from the throw node to the catch header node, annotated with the
appropriate exception information from the Signed-TypeSet domain (Lines 818). For the throw nodes, this information is always a positive set with a singleton
exception type, which is the type of the throw expression.
For an exceptional-call-return node necret , a map ECRΓ is used during the
search for an exception-type match amongst the handlers. ECRΓ maps an
exceptional-call-return node to an element from the Signed-TypeSet domain.
Initially, ECRΓ holds “all exception types” ((−, {})), which represents the most
conservative assumption as far as possible exceptions thrown from a call are
concerned, for all exceptional-call-return nodes. Every time a catch block is encountered and a possible match occurs, ECRΓ (necret ) is incrementally updated
to hold the “remaining exception types” that could be thrown from this call
(using the diﬀerence operator −Γ ). The ﬁnal value of ECRΓ (necret ) is used to
annotate the edge between the necret and the exceptional-exit node of the function. At every match with a catch header node, an exception edge is created from
1

In C++ programs, new and dynamic cast operators may also throw bad alloc and
bad cast exceptions, respectively. For sake of clarity, Alg. 5 only considers throw.
Our implementation deals with new and dynamic cast operators properly.
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Algorithm 5: VisitTryCatchStmt
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Input: s: A trycatch statement where s = b1 (h1 , h2 , ..., hk )
Output: Nb × Ne × Nunres
let (Nb1 , Ne1 , Nunres1 ) = V isitBlock(b1 ); // Creates ECFG region for a block
foreach hi do
let (Nbh , Neh , Nunresh ) = V isitHandler(hi ) // Creates ECFG region for a handler
i

i

i

end
let Sthrow = {n | n ∈ Nunresl ∧ ir(n) = throw};
let Secret = {n | n ∈ Nunresl ∧ ir(n) = call ∧ n ∈ Necret };
let Srest = Nunres1 − (Sthrow ∪ Secret );
foreach nth ∈ Sthrow do
for i=1 to k do
eTcatch = (+, {t}) where hi = (t v) b;
tcatch = t where hi = (t v) b;
ncatchi = n where (n ∈ Nbh ) ∧ (ir(n) = catch);
i

τthrow = (+, {t }) where (ir(nth ) = throw e) ∧ (Tprog (e) = t );
if t ≤ tcatch then
Eexcep = Eexcep ∪ {(nth , ncatchi , τthrow )};
Ndone = Ndone ∪ {nth };
continue: foreach outer loop
end
end
end
foreach necret ∈ Secret do
for i=1 to k do
τcatch = (+, {t}) where hi = (t v) b;
τecret = ECRΓ (necret
T );
τintersect = τecret Γ τcatch ;
τremain = τecret −Γ τcatch ;
ECRΓ (necret ) = τremain ;
Eexcep = Eexcep ∪ {(necret , ncatchi , τintersect )};
end
end
Nreg = Nreg ∪ {njoin };
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(n, njoin ) | n ∈ Ne1 } ∪{(n, njoin ) | ∃ i such that n ∈ Neh };
i

Nb = Nb1 ; Ne = {njoin }; Nunres = (∪1≤i≤k Nunresh ∪ Nunres1 ) − Ndone ;
i

Fig. 6. VisitTryCatch routine for ECFG construction

the exceptional-call-return node to the catch header, annotated with appropriate
exception information (Lines 20-28). The VisitTryCatchStmt routine creates a
header node (ntry ) and a join (njoin ) node, in addition to those created by its
children (Lines 30-32).
The handling of the exceptional-call-return node illustrates one distinguishing
feature of our approach, as compared to other exception analysis algorithms
proposed for Java: the dataﬂow facts are initialized with an over-approximation,
which can be reﬁned using the exception information from the catch-header
node. Our choice of the Signed-TypeSet domain, which allows a negative set of
exception types, not only permits modeling of unknown library calls within the
same framework, but also permits a safe termination of our analysis at any point
after the construction of the intraprocedural exception ﬂow graphs.
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show the Visit routines for the remaining IL constructs. The
VisitBlock routine is straightforward, recursively visiting each child statement
and then creating edges between corresponding nodes. The VisitStmt routine
creates ECFG nodes and edges diﬀerently based on the type of AST node. For if
and loop statements, it creates ECFG regions with appropriate join and header
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Algorithm 6: VisitBlock
1
2
3
4
5

Input: b: Block where b = s1 , s2 , ..., sn
Output: Nb × Ne × Nunres
for i = 1 to n do
let (Nbi , Nei , Nunresi ) = V isitStmt(si );
end
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(n1 , n2 ) | ∀i · 1 ≤ i<n · (n1 ∈ Nei ∧ n2 ∈ Nbi+1 )};
Nb = Nb1 ; Ne = Nen ; Nunres = ∪1≤i≤n Nunresi ;

Algorithm 7: VisitStmt
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Input: s: Statement
Output: Nb × Ne × Nunres
switch typeOf(s) do
case instr ∈ {call, mbrcall}
V isitCallInstr(i);
case instr ∈ {call, mbrcall}
Nreg = Nreg ∪ {ni }; Nb = Ne = {ni }; Nunres = {}
case break | continue | goto | return
Nreg = Nreg ∪ {ns }; Nb = Nunres = {ns }; Ne = {};
case if e b1 b2
let (Nb1 , Ne1 , Nunres1 ) = V isitBlock(b1 );
let (Nb2 , Ne2 , Nunres2 ) = V isitBlock(b2 );
Nreg = Nreg ∪ {nife , njoin };
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(nife , nb1 ) | nb1 ∈ Nb1 } ∪ {(nife , nb2 ) | nb2 ∈ Nb2 }
∪{(ne1 , njoin ) | ne1 ∈ Ne1 } ∪ {(ne2 , njoin ) | ne2 ∈ Ne2 };
Nb = {nife }; Ne = {njoin }; Nunres = Nunres1 ∪ Nunres2 ;
case loop bl
let (Nbl , Nel , Nunresl ) = V isitBlock(bl );
let Scontinue = {n | n ∈ Nunresl ∧ ir(n) = continue};
let Sbreak = {n | n ∈ Nunresl ∧ ir(n) = break};
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(nc , nlhead ) | nc ∈ Scontinue } ∪ {(nb , nlexit ) | nb ∈ Sbreak } ;
Nreg = Nreg ∪ {nlhead , nlexit };
Nb = {nlhead }; Ne = {nlexit }; Nunres = Ns1 − (Scontinue ∪ Sbreak );
case throw | new | dynamic cast
V isitT hrowingStmt(s);
case trycatch
V isitT ryCatchStmt(s);

26
27

endsw

Fig. 7. VisitBlock and VisitStmt routines for ECFG Construction

nodes (Lines 8-21), while for some of the non-exception unstructured control
ﬂow statements like break, goto, it creates unresolved nodes (Lines 6-7), which
are patched later on by their parents.
The VisitCallInstr routine creates three nodes and two edges for a call instruction. The three nodes are a call node nci , a call-return node (necreti ) and
an exceptional-call-return node (necreti ). The two edges are a summary edge connecting nci with necreti , and an exceptional-summary edge connecting nci with
necreti . The exceptional-summary edge is annotated with the most approximate
element (−, {}), which represents any exception type. The exception return node
necreti is unresolved since its targets are determined by the enclosing trycatch
statements or by the exceptional-exit-node at function scope.
The VisitThrowingStmt routine creates an unresolved node for the throw
statement, while the VisitHandler routine creates a header node corresponding to the catch block, and connects it to the nodes created for the statements
within the block. The VisitFunction routine is the main driver for creating the
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Algorithm 8: VisitCallInstr
1
2
3
4

Input: i: A call/mbrcall Instruction
Output: Nb × Ne × Nunres
Nc = Nc ∪ {nci } ; Ncret = Ncret ∪ {ncreti } ; Necret = Necret ∪ {necreti } ;
let τe = (−, {}) ;
Ec = Ec ∪ {(nci , ncreti )} ; Eexcep = Eexcep ∪ {(nci , necreti , τe )};
Nb = {nci }; Ne = {ncreti }; Nunres = {necreti } ;

Algorithm 9: VisitThrowingStmt
1
2

Input: s: A throw/new/dynamic cast statement
Output: Nb × Ne × Nunres
Nthrow = Nthrow ∪ {ns };
Nb = Nunres = {ns }; Ne = {} ;

Fig. 8. VisitCallInstr and VisitThrowingStmt routines for ECFG construction

ECFG for a function. Once the ECFG region for the function body is created,
this routine connects the return nodes to the normal exit nodes and throw nodes
to the exceptional-exit node. It ﬁnally resolves the unmatched exceptional-callreturn nodes by connecting them to the exceptional-exit node, annotated with
appropriate exception type annotation.
Example. In Fig. 5, the ECFG for get() has an exceptional-call-return node
for readLine(). The algorithm creates an exception edge from this node to
a catch header that handles IOException exceptions and annotates the edge
with (+, {IOException}). The algorithm then creates an exception edge to the
exceptional-exit node of get() annotated with (−, {IOException}), which is
meant to read “If readLine() throws any exception other than IOException,
control is transferred to the exceptional exit node of get()”.


5

Interprocedural Exception Analysis

Once the intraprocedural graphs have been constructed, they are connected together to form an interprocedural exception control ﬂow graph, which is deﬁned
as follows:
Deﬁnition 3 An interprocedural exception graph (IECFG) is deﬁned by the tuple IG = Ns , Ne , Nexcepe , Ginter , where Ns , Ne , Nexcepe are the set of start, exit
and exceptional-exit nodes of the constituent ECFGs, respectively, and Ginter is
the union of set of intraprocedural graphs of the functions in the program.
IECFG Construction. Alg. 12 (BuildInterECFG) shows the algorithm for
constructing the interprocedural graph from the intraprocedural graphs. Initially, the interprocedural graph consists of the union of all the intraprocedural
graphs, constructed independently, as described in Sect. 4. In the next step, the
call graph is consulted to determine the call targets for each call site. At each
call site, three edges are added: (a) a call edge from call node to start node of
the target’s intraprocedural graph, (b) a call-return edge from the normal exit
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Algorithm 10: VisitHandler
1
2
3

Input: h: A handler where h = (t v) b1
Output: Nb × Ne × Nunres
let (Nb1 , Ne1 , Nunres1 ) = V isitBlock(b1 );
Ncatch = {nh }; Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(nh , ns ) | ns ∈ Nb1 };
Nb = {nh }; Ne = Ne1 ; Nunres = Nunres1 ;

Algorithm 11: VisitFunction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Input: f : Function where f = t id (t id)
Output: Gintraf = <ns , ne , nexcepe , N, E>
let (Nb1 , Ne1 , Nunres1 ) = V isitBlock(b1 );
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(nsf , n) | n ∈ Nb1 } ∪ {(n, nef ) | n ∈ Ne1 } ;
foreach n ∈ Sexit where Sexit = {n | n ∈ Nunres1 ∧ ir(n) = return} do
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(n, nef )};
end
foreach n ∈ Sthrow where Sthrow = {n | n ∈ Nunres1 ∧ ir(n) = throw} do
Eexcep = Eexcep ∪ {(n, nexcepef , Tprog (ir(n)))};
end
foreach n ∈ Sgoto where Sgoto = {n | n ∈ Nunres1 ∧ ir(n) = goto} do
Ereg = Ereg ∪ {(n, ntgt ) | ntgt ∈ N ode(Label(ir(n)))};
end
for n ∈ Necret do
τecret = ECRΓ (necret );
Eexcep = Eexcep ∪ {(n, nexcepef , τecret )}
end
return <nbf , nef , nexcepef , N, E>

Fig. 9. VisitHandler and VisitFunction routines for ECFG construction

node of the target’s intraprocedural graph to the call-return node of the function call, and (c) an exception edge from the exceptional-exit node of the target’s
intraprocedural graph to the exceptional-call-return
node in the graph. The ex
ception edge is annotated with the union ( Γ ) of the exception information on
incoming exception edges of the exceptional-exit node, which serves as the initial
dataﬂow fact for the interprocedural exception analysis. Finally, the summary
edges connecting the call node with the call-return and exceptional-call-return
nodes are removed.
Interprocedural Exception Analysis. Given that the IECFG construction
algorithm initially gives a safe overapproximation of the interprocedural exception ﬂow, the goal of the interprocedural analysis is to reﬁne the dataﬂow facts
on the exception edges as precisely as possible. Alg. 13 shows the interprocedural exception analysis algorithm. A single top-down propagation pass on the
call graph will not model exceptions precisely in the presence of recursive functions. Therefore, we need to perform a dataﬂow analysis. Our analysis operates
only on the exceptional-exit and exceptional-call-return nodes, and their incoming and outgoing edges. The abstract domain is the Signed-TypeSet domain as
deﬁned in Sect. 3. The analysis is implemented using a worklist Wlist , which initially has the set of exceptional-exit and exceptional-call-return nodes in reverse
topological order on the CGSCC , the directed acyclic graph of strong connected
components formed from the call graph. Each iteration of the algorithm removes
a node from Wlist , applies a transfer function, updates its outgoing exception
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Algorithm 12. BuildInterECFG
1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: p: Program
Output: IG = <Ns , Ne , Nexcepe , Ginter >
Ginter = ∪f ∈ p Gintraf ;
foreach calltriple (ncall , ncret , ncexcepret ) do
F = CallT argets(ir(ncall ));
for f in F do
let Gintraf = <nsf , nef , nexef , Nf , Ef >;
let Ec = Ec ∪ {(ncall , nsf ), (nef , ncret )};

let τexit = Γ
excepEΓ (ep );

ep ∈prede(nexe )
7
f
Eexcep = Eexcep ∪ {(nexef , ncexcepret , τexit )};
8
9
end
Ec = Ec − {(ncall , ncret )};
10
11
Eexcep = Eexcep − {(ncall , nexcepcret )};
12 end

edges with the new dataﬂow facts and adds the successors nodes to Wlist , if the
data ﬂow information has changed. The algorithm is continued until the Wlist is
empty, at which point the algorithm terminates with a ﬁxed point. Termination
of the algorithm is guaranteed due to the fact that the set of exceptions is ﬁnite.
A map excepNΓ deﬁnes the most recent dataﬂow information, an element
from the Signed-TypeSet domain, corresponding to each exceptional-exit or
exceptional-call-return node. Another map excepEΓ is used to hold the exception annotation on each exception edge. It is initialized to the union ( Γ ) of
the exception information
 on the incoming edges for each node, and is updated
every time the result of Γ changes. The transfer functions for the exceptionalexit and exceptional-call-return nodes diﬀer
 in how they update the exception
annotation on the outgoing edges, once Γ is computed:
– For an exceptional-exit node, each outgoing edge’s exception annotation is
replaced by the newly computed information at the exit node. This operation
reﬂects the reﬁned set of all of possible (uncaught) exception types that could
be thrown from a function, represented in the Signed-TypeSet domain (Lines
8-12 in Alg. 13).
– For an exceptional-call-return node, each
 outgoing edge’s old exception annotation, is replaced by an intersection ( Γ ) of the old exception annotation
with the new exception information available at the node. The intersection
operation serves to narrow the set of exception types that was previously
assumed for a function call, and hence, iteratively increases the precision of
the interprocedural exception ﬂow graph (Lines 13-19 in Alg. 13).
Uncaught Exceptions. At the end of the analysis, some of the exception edges
in the IECFG will have empty exception annotation, which can be eliminated.
Empty exception annotations are identiﬁed in two phases. The ﬁrst phase can
be done immediately after the analysis, in which those that use a positive sign
((+, {})) can be removed. The second phase removes an empty exception annotation that uses a negative sign, and requires conversion of the exception
information from the Signed-TypeSet domain to the domain of positive set of
types. Alg. 14 shows the conversion algorithm, which is done only once, after the
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Algorithm 13. InterProceduralExceptionAnalysis
1
2
3
4

Input: IG = <Ns , Ne , Nexcepe , Ginter >
Input: IG = <Ns ,Ne , Nexcepe , Ginter >
Wlist = Nexcepe ∪ f ∈ M Necretf ;
while Wlist is not empty do
n ← removeN ode(Wlist );
τnold = excepNΓ (n) ;

τnnew = Γ
excepEΓ (ep );

5
ep ∈prede(n)
if τnold =Γ τnnew then
6
7
switch typeOf(n) do
8
case ExcepExit
9
foreach es ∈ succe(n) do
10
excepEΓ (es ) = τnnew ;
11
Wlist = Wlist ∪ {dst(es )};
12
end
13
case ExcepCallReturn
14
foreach es ∈ succe(n) do
15
excepEΓ (es ) = τnnew Γ excepEΓ (es );
16
if typeOf (dst(es )) = ExcepExit then
17
Wlist = Wlist ∪ {dst(es )};
18
end
19
end
20
21
end
excepNΓ (n) = τnnew ;
22
23
end
24 end

analysis is performed and also serves as a checker for the “no throw” guarantee.
The algorithm walks the CGSCC in reverse topological order, and at each step,
uses the set of all exception types (positive) that could potentially be thrown
by the transitive callees of a function, to serve as the universal set, from which
to subtract the negated set of exceptions corresponding to the current function.
Whenever a SCC of mutually recursive functions is encountered, the union of
the set of uncaught exception types of each constituent function in the SCC
is used as a sound overapproximation for the subtrahend. The algorithm, produces a map excepF that gives for each function the set of potentially uncaught
exception types.
Example. Fig. 10 shows the ﬁnal interprocedural exception control ﬂow graph
for our example. The exception edges: ecr-readLine → exe-get and ecr-read →
exe-readLine are notably missing from the graph. The analysis is able to infer
this after performing the intersection operation, between exception information
on incoming and outgoing edges of ecr-readLine and ecr-read :
(+, {IOException})



(+, {EOF Exception})

Γ (−, {IOException})



= (+, {}) and

Γ (−, {EOF Exception})

= (+, {}).

However, we see that the program may potentially fail with the uncaught exception std::bad alloc thrown in get() by the new operator.
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Algorithm 14. ComputeUncaughtExceptions
Input: IG = <Ns , Ne , Nexcepe , Ginter >
Output: excepF : F → Tprog
let Texcep = {};
for nt ∈ Nthrow do
excepT (nt ) = Tprog
 (ir(nt )) ;
Texcep = Texcep Tprog (ir(nt ))
end
for external f unction f do
excepF (f ) = {tunknown }
end
Fl = ReverseT opoOrder(CGSCC );
while Fl is not empty do
Fscc = RemoveF ront(Fl );
for f ∈ Fscc do 
excepF (f ) = excepT (nt ) where (nt ∈ Nthrow ) ∧ (∃g · g ∈ Fscc ∧ irn (nt ) ∈ g)
end
for f ∈ Fscc do
switch excepNΓ (nexcepe ) where nexcepe = Nexcepe (f ) do
case (+, TE )
excepF (f ) = TE
case (−, TE )
foreach g ∈ T ransitiveCallees(f
) do

excepF (f ) = excepF (f ) excepF (g);
end
excepF (f ) = excepF (f ) − TE ;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
end
26
end
27 end

6

Generating an Exception-Free Program

In this section, we describe our lowering algorithm that translates a given C++
program into a semantically equivalent program without exception-related constructs such as throw, catch, etc. The lowering algorithm uses the IECFG to
eliminate exception-related constructs. There are two main distinguishing features of our lowering algorithm compared to existing C++ compilers:
– Our approach uses a combination of stack storage and reference parameters
to simulate exceptions without generating additional runtime calls whose
semantics have to be taught to existing static analysis tools.
– Our approach uses the exception target information available in the IECFG,
and therefore, when compared to existing C++ lowering techniques, generates fewer infeasible edges between throw statements and catch blocks that
are not present in the original program. It also handles insertion of destructors correctly. The modular design of the IECFG makes it easy to insert the
destructor calls in a single pass.
The main steps of the lowering algorithm are as follows:
1. Creation of Local Exception-Objects and Formal Parameters: Each
function’s (say f ) local variable list is extended with: (1) a “type-id” variable,
and (2) a local exception-object variable for every exception type that can
potentially be thrown within f. The “type-id” variable holds the type of the
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Fig. 10. Interprocedural Exception Control Flow Graph for the program in Fig. 1

thrown exception, and the local exception-object variable holds the thrown
exception object and acts as storage for interprocedural exception handling.
Additional parameters are added to f ’s signature: (1) a reference parameter
for every uncaught exception type that propagates out of the function, and
(2) a reference parameter to hold the “type-id”. These reference parameters
propagate information about uncaught exceptions to a caller. At each callsite of f, appropriate local exception-objects and the caller’s local type-id are
passed additionally as parameters to f.
2. Lowering throws and catch: Based on the targets of throw statements
in the IECFG, calls to the destructors of appropriate set of local objects are
inserted. The thrown object is assigned to the local exception-object of the
appropriate type and the local type-id variable is set to the thrown type. A
goto is then inserted either to a catch block or to the exceptional-exit node.
At the catch block, the local exception-object is assigned to the argument of
the catch-header.
3. Lowering exceptional-call-return nodes: A switch statement (modeled
using if s in our IL) on the local type id is inserted, with one nested case for
every uncaught exception type in the callee. The target node information
from the IECFG is used to place calls to destructors of appropriate stackallocated objects, for each case. Finally, a goto to the target (either a catch
or an exceptional-exit) is inserted.
4. Lowering exception exit node: The local exception-objects and typeids are copied into corresponding formal parameters. This serves to copy
the exception objects out of the callee into the caller, which deals with the
uncaught exceptions at its exceptional-call-return node.
The semantics preserving nature of the lowering algorithm can be established
as follows. Our lowering mechanism is based on the observation that exception
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handling preserves functional scoping even though exceptions result in non-local
control ﬂow. This is because the program has to unwind the call stack to invoke
the destructors of local objects that have been constructed in the functions on
the call stack until the exception is caught. Therefore, it largely mirrors the
ﬂow that happens during a regular call return. Our lowering mechanism mimics
this ﬂow by placing the destructor calls before the exceptional return of every
function and passing pending exception objects through the additional reference
parameters that were added by the lowering.
Subtleties introduced by some C++ features are handled as follows:
Throwing Destructors. As per the C++0x standards draft, destructors throwing an exception during stack unwinding result in a call to std::terminate(),
which by default terminates the program. However, the destructor’s callees can
throw exceptions as long as they do not ﬂow out of the destructor. Multiple live
exceptions arising out of this are correctly handled in our lowering algorithm by
the use of (a) local exception objects, which implicitly helps to maintain a stack
of multiple outstanding exceptions, and (b) a global exception ﬂag to detect a
throwing destructor instance and trigger a call to std::terminate().
Virtual Functions throwing diﬀerent exceptions. Multiple function targets at a call site, quite common in C++ due to virtual functions, can in general
throw diﬀerent exception types. Our lowering algorithm prevents ambiguity in
the function signature by generating a uniform interface at the call site, that
uses the union of exception types that can be thrown by each possible target of
a virtual function call.
Catch-all and rethrow. A catch-all clause (catch (...)) does not statically
indicate the type of C++ exception handled by the clause. Rethrow statements
(throw;) do not have a throw expression as an argument. Our lowering algorithm requires type and variable information, which is obtained by using the
exception information from the IECFG. Since the IECFG has an edge to a catch
clause annotated with the type of each possible exception thrown, the catch-all
clause is expanded to a sequence of concrete clauses. Rethrows are handled by
using the exception information from the nearest enclosing catch clause.
Exception Subtyping. The lowering algorithm assumes that the type of thrown
exception is the same as the type of the catch clause, which may not be true
in general due to the exception subtyping rules of C++. This case is handled
by generating super class (w.r.t exception subtyping rules) local and formal exception objects, and assigning into them, thrown exception objects which are
subclasses of the superclass object.

Example. The lowered code for our running example is shown in Fig. 11 after
performing copy propagation to remove redundant local objects. Fig. 11 also
shows the exception speciﬁcations for functions. (The speciﬁcation has details of
the pending call stacks for each uncaught exception, but is not shown here.) 
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string File::read(EOFException& e1,
ExcepId& id) {
string str(__line);
if (EOF) {
EOFException tmp; e1 = tmp;
id = EXCEP_EOF_EXCEPTION;
~str();
goto EExit_1;
}
return str;
EExit_1: return string();
}

// EXCEPTION SPECIFICATIONS:
// void get()
throw (std::bad_cast);
// string read()
throw (EOFException);
// string readLine() throw (IOException);
#define EXCEP_NULL 0
#define EXCEP_BAD_CAST 1
#define EXCEP_IO_EXCEPTION 2
#define EXCEP_EOF_EXCEPTION 3
class EOFException { ... };
class IOException { ... };

void get (std::bad_cast& e3, ExcepId &id) {
string s; IOException e4;
ExcepId lid = EXCEP_NULL;

string File::readLine(IOException& e2,
ExcepId& id) {
string s; EOFException e1;
ExcepId lid = EXCEP_NULL;

File *file = new_alloc("l.txt");
if (file == NULL) {
std::bad_cast tmp;
e3 = tmp; id = EXCEP_BAD_CAST;
goto EExit_2;
}
file->readLine(e4, lid);
switch (lid) {
case EXCEP_IO_EXCEPTION:
goto Catch_L2;
break;
default:
break;
}
delete file;
return;
Catch_L2: {
cout << ’’IO-Failure’’;
}
EExit_2:
}

if (invalidFile) {
IOException tmp; e2 = tmp;
id = EXCEP_IO_EXCEPTION;
~s();
goto Exit_2;
}
s = read(e1, lid);
switch (lid) {
case EXCEP_EOF_EXCEPTION:
goto Catch_L1;
break;
default:
break;
}
return s;
Catch_L1: {
EOFException& e = e1;
return string("");
}
Exit_2: return string();
}

Fig. 11. Exception speciﬁcations and exception-free program for the running example
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Fig. 12. Exception Analysis and Transformation Workﬂow

7

Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented our exception analysis and transformation algorithms in
an in-house extension of CIL [14], which handles C++ programs. The exception
analysis implementation has about 6,700 lines of OCAML code. Fig. 12 shows
the workﬂow for analyzing and transforming C++ programs with exceptions.
The given C++ program is initially parsed by our frontend into a simpliﬁed
intermediate version of C++ (IR0) similar to the IL shown in Section 2. The
IR0 code is then fed to our interprocedural exception analysis and transformation framework, which produces lowered C++ code without exceptions. The
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Table 1. Results of interprocedural exception analysis and exception safety checks
Benchmark

multiple-live
ctor-throw
recursive
shared-inherit
bintree-duplicate
list-baditerator
virtual-throw
nested-try-catch
loop-break-cont
nested-rethrow
new-badalloc
template
dyn-cast
iolib
delegat-dtor-throw
std-uncaught-dtor

Simplified
LOC

479
585
643
667
770
784
809
809
814
820
849
860
872
919
1305
1348

ECFG IECFG #Excep #Excep
“No throw”
“No leak”
Build Build &
Edges
Edges
guarantee check results
Time(s) Analysis
before
after
Coverage (#detected
Time(s) Analysis Analysis (% Functions)
/#actual)
0.01
0.01
10
6
71 %
0/0
0.02
0.02
33
11
89 %
1/1
0.02
0.03
27
17
64 %
0/0
0.02
0.04
59
27
71 %
1/1
0.06
0.05
31
13
91 %
0/1
0.04
0.04
36
17
79 %
0/2
0.02
0.03
39
28
46 %
0/4
0.03
0.03
33
17
68 %
2/2
0.04
0.03
33
17
68 %
2/2
0.04
0.03
35
19
68 %
4/4
0.02
0.03
30
15
76 %
2/2
0.03
0.04
51
28
67 %
1/1
0.03
0.05
35
16
81 %
1/1
0.01
0.01
9
7
40 %
1/1
0.04
0.05
63
62
53 %
0/0
0.05
0.07
73
71
58 %
1/1

transformed C++ code is then lowered to C by a module that lowers various
object-oriented features into plain C. The C++-to-C lowering module transforms
features such as inheritance and virtual-function calls without the use of runtime structures such as virtual-function and virtual-oﬀset tables. Therefore, the
lowered source code is still at a relatively high-level for further static analysis.
The lowered C code is then fed into F-Soft [7], where standard bug detection
and veriﬁcation tools that work on C are applied.
We have evaluated our exception analysis and transformation algorithms on
a set of C++ programs [13]. The programs test usage of various C++ exception
features in realistic scenarios, some of which are close to standard C++ collection class usage [21]. We used the results of our analysis to test the “no throw”
guarantee, immediately before lowering, and the results of our transformation
to test the “no leak” guarantee using F-Soft. For the experiments, exceptions
of type tunknown from external library calls were omitted. Tab. 1 shows the results. The running time for ECFG construction for all programs is low, while
the IECFG construction and analysis is quite comparable, with most of the time
spent in the interprocedural exception analysis. Our interprocedural exception
analysis is able to achieve an average reduction of about 38% in the number
of exception edges, with the IECFG constructed immediately before the interprocedural analysis serving as the baseline. On an average, around 66% of the
functions in a program were certiﬁed as “no throw”.
The last column shows the results of running F-Soft, speciﬁcally a memory
leak detector module, on the lowered programs. 13 of the 16 benchmarks that we
used for these experiments had memory leaks along exception paths, and F-Soft
reported all memory leaks in 10 of the 13 benchmarks. F-Soft failed to ﬁnd
memory leaks for 3 benchmarks due to timeouts and reported bogus witnesses
only for new-badalloc due to the limitation of our in-house C-lowering. For
these experiments we used a time-bound of 10 minutes for the veriﬁcation.
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Table 2. Results of interprocedural exception analysis on open-source benchmarks
Open-source Simplified
Benchmark
LOC

tinyxml
mailutils
coldet
id3lib

4884
8365
8422
14070

ECFG IECFG #Excep #Excep
“No throw”
Build Build &
Edges
Edges
guarantee
Time(s) Analysis
before
after
Coverage
Time(s) Analysis Analysis (% Functions)
0.39
1.41
1204
830
74 %
0.19
0.36
494
316
78 %
0.27
0.22
591
20
98 %
1.73
4.18
2091
372
93 %

One of the reasons for the timeouts is that the lowering algorithm generates
programs that is atypical of the C source code that F-Soft has previously analyzed, which aﬀects the performance of the model checker. As an example, we
have found that the addition of destructor calls during stack unwinding on exceptional edges introduces many additional destructor call sites; in the benchmark
std-uncaught-dtor, there were 31 call sites to a particular class destructor. The
additional destructor calls during stack unwinding yield function call graphs that
are very diﬀerent from what F-Soft usually encounters. Therefore, additional
heuristics, such as selective function inlining for destructor calls, will likely improve the performance of the model checker on the models generated by the
exception analysis module.
Results on open-source benchmarks. We have also applied the IECFG construction algorithm on a set of open-source benchmarks shown in Tab. 2. The
coldet benchmark is an open source collision detection library used in game programming. GNU mailutils is an open source collection of mail utilities, servers,
and clients. TinyXML v2.5.3 is a light-weight XML parser, which is widely used
in open-source and commercial products. The open source library id3lib v3.8.3
is used for reading, writing, and manipulating ID3v1 and ID3v2 tags, which are
the metadata formats for MP3s. Tab. 2 shows the reduction in the number of
exception edges due to our interprocedural analysis. A direct consequence of this
reduction is seen in the “no throw” guarantee numbers, which represent the percentage of the total functions in the program, for which we are able to guarantee
that no exceptions will be thrown by them. For coldet, which had the maximum
reduction in the number of edges, the number of functions guaranteed not to
throw is about 98%. We are encouraged by the results of our experiments on the
open source benchmarks. For these benchmarks, the time taken to compute the
IECFG is less than 5s. Therefore, we believe that the analysis will scale to even
larger examples.
Memory leaks in mailutils applications. We also applied the memory-leak
checker module of F-Soft on two applications that use the mailutils library: (1)
iconv, which converts strings from one character encoding to another using the
mailutils library, and (2) murun, which tests the various kinds of streams in the
mailutils library. F-Soft reported one memory leak in iconv and three memory
leaks in murun involving exceptional control ﬂow. The oﬀending code snippet in
iconv is shown in Fig. 13. In the try block, the invocation of the constructor
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FilterIconvStream() for variable cvt may throw an exception. However, when
the exception is handled by the catch block, the memory allocated at the start
of the try block is not deallocated, which results in a memory leak. The leaks
reported in murun also have a similar ﬂavor.
In addition, F-Soft reported a leak in iconv where the memory allocated in
the constructor of class FilterIconvStream is never deallocated. Note that this
leak occurs even when no exceptions are thrown by the application.

...
try {
StdioStream * in = new StdioStream ( stdin , 0);
in - > open ();
F i l t e r I c o n v S t r e a m cvt (* in , ( string ) argv [1] , ( string ) argv [2] , 0 ,
m u _ f a l l b a c k _ n o n e );
cvt . open ();
delete in ;
...
}
catch ( Exception & e ) {
cerr << e . method () << " :  " << e . what () << endl ;
exit (1);
}

Fig. 13. Memory leak along an exception path in iconv

8

Related Work

Most related work deals with exceptions in Java. Earlier, we discussed many
diﬀerences between exceptions in C++ and Java, thus requiring diﬀerent approaches. Sinha and Harrold [16] incorporate the control ﬂow eﬀects due to
explicit Java exceptions in an interprocedural control ﬂow graph (ICFG) using a
ﬂow-sensitive type analysis, and discuss their applications to control dependence
analysis and slicing. The ICFG used in their analysis has no exceptional-callreturn node and can have multiple exceptional-exit nodes in a function. In contrast, our IECFG is modular and has an exceptional-call-return node for every
function call, which is required for modeling implicit C++ destructor calls. Jo et
al. [8,9,3] construct an exception ﬂow graph for Java, using a set constraint analysis that is required to iterate to convergence. Gherghina and David [6] present
a speciﬁcation logic for exceptions for Java-like languages and verify exceptionsafety guarantees. Their speciﬁcation logic does not model destructors along
exception paths because they target Java-like languages, and therefore, cannot
be used for verifying C++ programs. Mao and Lu [12] perform the analysis for
C++, without explicitly modeling destructors. Robillard and Murphy [15] develop an analysis that handles both checked and unchecked exceptions in Java.
In contrast to all these approaches, our analysis based on the Signed-TypeSet
domain can be terminated safely at any point after the IECFGs have been constructed, thus permitting sound static analysis on subparts of the IECFG. Given
the prevalence of separate compilation in large systems, a modular approach that
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can be safely terminated at any step is essential for scalability and adoption into
compilers. The Signed-TypeSet domain utilizes a similar idea as was used in the
form of diﬀerence sets for class hierarchyanalysis [4].
Weimer and Necula [20] propose an intraprocedural, path-sensitive analysis
for checking typestate speciﬁcations along exception paths in Java. Buse and
Weimer [2] propose a similiar symbolic analysis for automatic documentation of
Java exceptions. Bravenboer and Smaragdakis [1] propose a solution for Java,
where pointer analysis and exception analysis problems are framed and solved
in a mutually recursive manner, with each improving the precision of the other.
Fu and Ryder [5] propose a static analysis that computes chains of semantically related exception ﬂow links, by composing existing exception analyses to
give longer exception paths. Our IECFG construction and exception analysis
for C++, could potentially be enhanced with all of the above techniques to improve the accuracy of our exception model. Li et al. [11], propose a technique to
check the “no leak” guarantee for Java, using a combination of static analysis
and model checking. Similarly, Torlak and Chandra present an interprocedural
static analysis algorithm to detect resource leaks in Java programs [19]. In our
work, we use F-Soft [7] for checking for resource leaks, following our exception
analysis and lowering transformation.

9

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduced an interprocedural analysis framework for accurately
modeling C++ exceptions. In this framework, control ﬂow induced by exceptions
is captured in a modular interprocedural exception control ﬂow graph (IECFG).
This graph is reﬁned by a novel dataﬂow analysis algorithm, which abstracts the
types of exception objects over a domain of signed set of types. Unlike exception analyses proposed elsewhere for other languages, this analysis can be safely
terminated at well-deﬁned points during interprocedural propagation, thereby
allowing clients to trade-oﬀ speed over precision. The paper then presented a
lowering transformation that uses the computed IECFG to generate an exception free program. This transformation is designed speciﬁcally to permit easier
and more precise static analysis on the generated code. Finally, the paper demonstrated two applications of the framework: (a) automatic inference of exception
speciﬁcations for C++ functions and (b) checking the “no throw” and “no leak”
exception safety properties.
In the future, we intend to perform additional experiments on larger benchmarks. As shown in Sect. 7, the IECFG computation presented here should scale
well for larger benchmarks. Finally, we are investigating to selectively allow conditional exception edges during the IECFG construction. Such conditional exception edges could be used to model cases involving throwing destructors or other
standard library objects such as cout more precisely. For example, a throwing destructor would be allowed to propagate the fact that std::uncaught exception()
was queried before throwing an exception. This could be used to eliminate spurious calls to std::terminate() when returning from such destructors. Similarly,
we can annotate other calls, such as uses of cout with the information that it may
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throw an exception, if the surrounding context had set the relevant information
using the ios::exceptions() method. Such selective guards on exception edges
would not substantially decrease the performance of the analysis but would allow
further reduction of computed exception-catch links.
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